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Question: 1
A system administrator has communicated an interest in using the NetBackup FlashBackup
feature of the Advanced Client. What key technical information must you gather in order to know
whether this feature would be appropriate.
A. number of files on the file system
B. frequency of backups needed
C. density of the tapes being used for backups
D. age of the files on the file system
Answer: A
Question: 2
A large number of Windows 2003 clients are failing with status code 11. it is suspected that the
Snapshot process is failing. In reviewing the Activity Monitor logs it is found that backups of
certain clients are very slow. These clients host a large number of small files. What NetBackup
feature helps resolve this issue?
A. VNETD
B. VOPIED
C. multiplexing
D. multistreaming
Answer: C
Question: 3
In reviewing the bpbkar logs on a NetBackup client to investigate slow backups it is noticed that
several drives are being backed up concurrently rather than sequentially. Each of the logical
drives is a partition on a single physical disk drive. Which is disabled to avoid "disk thrashing" on
this client and other similarly configured clients?
A. multistreaming
B. True Image Restore
C. parallel backups
D. multiplexing
Answer: A
Question: 4
You have a Microsoft Windows 2003 client, which you want to add to the NetBackup domain. You
do not use VSP or NetBackup database options (for example, MSSQL, Exchange, Oracle, and so
on) on this client. What would be the impact to downtime?
A. There will be two reboots required one reboot to load the VERITAS installer and one reboot for
NetBackup installation
B. There is no need for a reboot for NetBackup to be properly installed
C. There will be one reboot to load the VERITAS installer, but NetBackup will not require a
separate reboot.
D. There will be a need for NetBackup to be properly installed
Answer: B
Question: 5
Which three items are optional considerations in a Data Protection design? (Choose three)
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